
Thus the role of foreign private sector (TNC) getting more forward through PP No. 20 year
1994 about Foreign Stocks Possession (PMA) up to 100%, then strengthen by Capital
Invest Constitution (UU PMA). With numerous regulations facilitating the privatization,

since then strategic BUMN began to rule by foreign company, for instance Paiton case on
PLN, Palyja and Thames Jaya with PDAM, Cemex with Gresik Cement, and Grosbeak with
JICT.

Now, many latest constitutions (UU) are prepared and draw up in House of
Representatives (DPR). Recent is UU Electricity newly being approved in DPR on September
4th 2002, making state buy private electricity. Still waits was UU Oiling dan UU Investment. All
those UU was a primary cause of liberalization WTO and IMF.
Regulations that support liberalization:

Keppres No. 15 Year 1987 on Freeway;
UU No. 3 Year 1989 on Telecommunication;
 UU No. 13 Year 1992 on Train;
 UU No. 14 Year 1992 on Traffics and City Streets;
 UU No. 15 Year 1992 on Aero Flight;
 UU No. 21 Year 1992 on Cruising
 UU No. 22/2002 on Oil and Natural Gas

Box. Example: PT. BISI

I. Seed Purity Story
On Friday noon 2004, Mr. Tukirin (62) met with two police officers from sektor Ngronggot,

Kab Nganjuk, Jawa Timur sectors. Beside him, there were two people from PT. BISI, together with
two stalks of male and female corn taken from his plants.

Mr. Tukirin accused STEALING mother seeds from PT BISI. PT. BISI accusing Mr. Tukirin
doing illegal certification on PT. BISI patented corn seeds.

Mr. Tukirin knows PT. BISI, because he was joined together with his groups coordinated by Mr.
Mansur, cooperate with PT. BISI (Benih Inti Subur Intani) legth 1994 – 1998. PPL taught farmers how
to make seeds. All harvested seeds then turned down to PT BISI, later to be sold.

Mr. Tukirin success make self-made seeds followed joy on his partners. Together with farmers in
his village he can save up to Rp 20.000,00 per kg of seeds.

Since 1999 PT. BISI stopped the cooperation personally.

No one wonder, PT BISI suddenly knows this and sue Mr. Tukirin to court.

Submitted accusation was illegal seed certification. Charge on Section 61 (1) “b” junto section
14 (1) UU No. 12 year 1992 on Plant Cultivation System.



UU No. 21/2000 on Workers Union
UU No. 13/2003 on Worker
Perpu No. 19/2004 on Forestry
Non-Agricultural Market Access (NAMA)
NAMA also known as industrial tariff meeting was one of the meetings in WTO which
goals to decrease tariff and its obstruction non-tariff industrial sector, especially
products that became interest of developed countries.

UU 1967 Packaging (UU Forestry, UU Mining and UU PMA/PMDN) has pushing
privatization (read TNC) into forest sector, plantation and mining.

the role of foreign private sector (TNC) getting more forward through PP No. 20 year
1994 about Foreign Stocks Possession (PMA) up to 100%, then strengthen by Capital Invest
Constitution (UU PMA). With numerous regulations facilitating the privatization, since then
strategic BUMN began to rule by foreign company.

• Banking:
– Pact 1998
– LOI – IMF 1997 - 2004
• Infrastructure/ Transportation:
– Keppres No. 15 Year 1987 on Freeway;
– UU No. 3 Year 1989 on Telecommunication;
– UU No. 13 Year 1992 on Trains;
– UU No. 14 Year 1992 on Traffics and City Streets;
–  UU No. 15 Year 1992 on Aero Flights;
–  UU No. 21 Year 1992 on Cruising
• Natural Resources:
– UU No. 22/2002 on Oil and Natural Gas
– UU Electricity
– Perpu No. 19/2004 on Forestry
– UU Plantation
– UU Water Resources
• Labor:
- UU No. 21/2000 on Workers Union
- UU No. 13/2003 on Worker
- UU No. 2/2004 on Industrial Settlement Dispute Relationship
• Intellectual Copyrights:
–  UU No. 14/2000 on Paten,
–  UU No. 15/2000 on Brand,



– UU No. 29/2000 on Plant Variety Protection,
– UU No. 30/2000 on Commerce Secret,
– UU No. 31/2000 on Industrial Design,
– UU No. 32/2000 on Integrated Layout Circuit Design;
– UU Copyrights No. 19/2002.

Role of International Fund Institution (IFIS)
• Opens the road of privatization through SAP (Structural Adjustment Program)
– ADB: Social Infrastructure (clean water, sanitation, health decentralization);
Privatisasi BUMN
– WB: WATSAL, information infrastructure, education projects
– JBIC; infrastructure restructure
• Researches support in strategic sectors in fund/help on Technical Assistance
• Conditionality of new debt

World Bank and Water
• Water liberalization has undergoing further with the approval of UU Water Resources
(UU SDA) urging water privatization. UU SDA emerges from WB pressure through WATSAL (Water
Resources Sector Adjustment Loan), an adjustment debt for water resources sectors. Instead
without UU SDA, foreign capitals have entered Indonesian water trade such as Aqua, Coca
Cola, Nestle, Danone and Ondeo in form of drink-water package. By year 2001, for example,
Ondeo have succeeded achieving contract for 24 year deal distributing water in Tangerang,
West Java. On other side, Thames has controlled more than a half stock PAM Jaya (Drink-
water Company in Jakarta).

Force together with its thoughts and fraud exploit world resources, particularly exploiting
the weak and unable to compete. The worse part, the weak was poor-developed countries
by population was largest in the world. Meanwhile, exploiters are only small number
developed countries joined in G7. Imagine world consist of 191 countries controlled only by
7 countries. World with 6 billions people, two third of it very dependent on what been design,
or told by only one third of them. Really unfair!

The problem was very deep and complex. Since the origin of oppression did not started
when developed countries agrees the establishing of WB and the stepping stone of WTO
right after World War II, 1944. Far from that, said that it has been started since fifteen century
when European countries start his trade missions supplied by cannons colonize throughout
nations other parts of world; Africa, America and Asia. If 500 years ago, powered nations led
by England, Portuguese, France and Dutch, for now its being led by 7 developed countries,
there are: US, Japan, Germany, England, Italy, Canada and France.



If five centuries ago, supreme nations doing colonialism for trade with fully armed
strong weapons supplies, then now the reason for trade stays the not far different. There no
longer build strong weapons, but through several trade rules of WTO (World Trade
Organization) and fund support of international fund institutions (like WB, IMF, and ADB).
Names may different, but the goal remains the same: looking large profit with exploiting
other countries.

The impact of colonialism hundreds years ago still felt even now, unfortunately worse.
For Indonesia, let’s say Tanam Paksa system in 18th century not only makes farmers loose its
land sovereignty and freedom to plant, but also suffers hundreds of thousand plant labors
and his generations as slaves. Their footprints can be found in Java and Sumatera plantations
with poor standard livings, far from health and education access. Even worsen the ancient
soul of Tanam Paksa policy keep exist in our forest policy through Forest Using Rights (HPH),
Forest Industrial Plant (HTI) or other big plantations policy. Social, economical, and ecological
damage, of the past still maintain until now by different regime.

All colonialist characters in the past, was happen centuries ago, but ecological,
cultural, and economical impact exists until now. Another problem was the action of
oppression never through a fair trial for the victims.

Counting Ecological Debt
Ecological debt is a new concept that originate this recent five years by

environmental activist, not only looking towards capital flow, like recent financial system,
but as well putting natural and human resources flow. Earth had deficit as seen from air
and water pollution, vegetation damage, and soil pollution. To pay the price is in all
shoulders.

Environmental damage debt above called ecological debt draws upon civil
responsible citizens lived in industrial countries for its damage because of their production

and consumption pattern.
Ecological debt is debt
accumulated by industrial



countries to Southern countries for stealing natural resources, the presence of
environmental damage, and using environment space freely to throw toxic waste, like
green-house effect by industrial countries.

Actors and the way they work as debt creditor not different with colonial pattern
centuries ago. Many said these pattern developed by industrial countries in WTO trade
policy and money power none other was the imperialism pattern of 21st century. This
pattern does not respect human rights, justice, and does not value the nations’ culture.
What the accounted much is largest profit with lowest expense.
Ecological Debt Concept

By using above definition, Southern countries are main creditor of ecological debts,
which in fact the debtor of Northern countries. According to UNDP 20% of world population
lived in North consume as much as 86%, while population five poorest countries consume
1,3%. Population five worlds’ richest countries consume 58% from total energy man used,
while 20% population from five poorest countries only consumes less than 4%. Five richest
countries of the world responsible for 53% carbon dioxide, while five poorest countries only
responsible for 3%.

In relation to common financial debt in Southern countries to creditors in North,
therefore the concept of illegitimate debt very relies on ecological debt. Both used as a
frame to recount financial debt suffers by Southern countries.

Measuring Ecological Debt
Common way used to measure ecological debt by counting ecological footprints, biological
debt, and carbon debt.

1. Biological Debt
The stealing of nature’s varsity and traditional knowledge of indigenous people and

farmer community in South still happens for centuries. Much food agriculture, which now
planted worldwide, was first developed by farmer community and indigenous people in
South. No one thoughts to give responsible on royalties or claiming intellectual rights for corn
in central America, sugarcane from India, potatoes from Andes Mountains, soy beans from
China, coffee from Africa, or wheat from Middle East, when the first time those plants planted
to other countries. Instead, the groups who enjoyed environmental transfer-knowledge clearly
owe good deeds to mother earth or the real keeper nature’s varsity.

At this time, biotechnology industry research towards living organisms, potentially high
value, called bio-prospecting.

Transnational companies sent his agents to farmer communities in developing
countries, where many parts (84%) nature’s varsity kept, to ‘find’ food plants varieties and
medicines. Bio-prospecting research includes plants, animals, and microbiology specimens.



Estimated there are only one in 10.000 kinds of chemical ingredients produced from purifying
plants, animals, and microbes mass. In the end, the result of findings was potentially sold”
(RAFI, 1994).

Biotechnology companies not just gather plants, animals, and microorganisms
specimens. They also took human DNA sample, find people or tribe that shows immunity to
certain diseases.

Bio-prospecting research has widely spread. Companies of biotechnology even
offering financial compensation for communities or groups to be the samples for their
research. However, the amount of compensation fund they paid unworthy compared to
economical benefit they get from the “findings”. Hence, there is no compensation paid for
hundreds of beneficial products stolen in the past. This is a term called biopiracy (piracy of
living creatures’ organism technology).

RAFI (The Rural Advancement Foundation International) an international civil society
institution particularly the field of research concerning biotechnology issues that causing
impact to Southern societies defines biopiracy as “the using set of laws of Intellectual Rights
like patent rights or developing plant seeds rights, to gain monopoly in controlling natural
resources genetics, which actually, comes from the knowledge and discoveries of farmers
and indigenous people”.

Peoples in South have, and still, cheated in exploitation process of natural resources
and commercialization of traditional knowledge. In fact they supposed to have a full benefit
of financial profit from their knowledge commercialization. The take over and patent of
knowledge belongs to the poor by global company extensively truly happens in offensive
way. This creates “strange” situation: the poor have to pay the seeds or medicines they
used, which really already they developed before and inherited for generations. How much
economical value ecological debt from Third World’s stolen knowledge? RAFI estimated
that the plants and microbes for medicines from South donate at least US$ 30 quintillions per
year to North pharmacy industries. This was a calculation of past stealing. Founding value
for the future was inevitably uncountable.

2. Carbon Debt
Almost all scientists agree that climate change happens because the rise level of

carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration, along with six other dangerous gases, donates green-
house effects in atmosphere. World’s average temperature risen about 1 Celsius degree
over the past 135 years onward. Most nature experts also agrees the high temperature still
goes on, reaching 1 until 3,5 Celsius degree in the next century. Global warming also causing
iced mountains in Antarctica cracked, melted, and flooding the islands and coastline, and
also generates enormous typhoon storm.



Scheme 1
Carbon Emission Per Person In Several Countries year 1996 (in tons)

This time, human economy activities, especially natural oil fossil burning, makes CO2
emission and others gases that doubles in amount in atmosphere. Toxic gases amount over
capacity of carbon-sink on earth, means capacity that holds by land and sea vegetation
absorbing CO2 and threw out Oxygen (O2) through photosynthetic process green plants.
The result, CO2 concentration rise in atmosphere!

So many peoples using fossil fuels now, even into over-capacity of land and sea
absorption, owing to other living creature that obstructed its inhabitants. In particular, to
carbon creditor from South who enjoyed a little amount of capacity than they supposed to.

Scheme 1 shows the high CO2 emissions per person industrial countries that far from
the average developing countries. Year 1996 Canadian produced CO2 emissions three times
more than world’s average, in US reach four times. Clearly that they are carbon debtor
using world’s carbon absorbing capacity overrun the limit, they supposed to take responsible
to decrease their emissions.



In UN Conference on Climate Change in Kyoto year 1997, industrial countries only
agrees to decrease green-house effect after their emissions rights guaranteed in 1990 level.
In other words, they choose to ignore history, which is carbon sink1 stealing that unfair and
making the emission level 1990 as starting point. Therefore, they only agree to reduce emissions
in average 5,2% under the 1990 level in 2008 – 2012 period. In this case, Canada and Japan
agree to cut emission for 6% under 1990 level, US 7% and European Union 8%, while Rusia
and Ukraine agree to adjust emission in 1990 level.

This commitment according to IPCC (The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) presented more than 2.000 scientist from 100 nations, really did not achieve reducing
level that agreed, which is 60 – 80%.

Using IPCC calculation and point on emission reduction only 60%, then this next 1 and
2  table try to estimate munber carbon debts of developed countries joined in G7 including
carbon debts conversion in form of US dollars.

Skenario I = according to the meetings in Kyoto Conference
Skenario II = according to proposal submitted by England
Skenario III = according to proposal submitted by Costarica

1 Carbon sink is nature
’s ability to absorb CO2. Usually the one is large original forest, good vegetation and large unpolluted
ocean, commonly still exist in Southern countries.



WORLD BANK and ECOLOGICAL DEBT
World Bank and IMF involved in Indonesian economy since Soeharto regime ruled

1966. IMF and World Bank control in Indonesian developmental process mark through their
role in IGGI  (later known as CGI, where World Bank act as chairman). In this relation, every
year World Bank gave “Report on Indonesia’s Recent Performance”, which become the
reference in annual meeting IGGI/CGI to count the amount of cdebt to Indonesia.

Hundreds of development project in Indonesia fund by World Bank loan, starting from
agriculture sectors, industri and energy, human resource development,  and infrastructure
(INFID, 2000). For 30 years (1966 – 1999) the total Indonesian loan reached 27 billions US
dollar, or Rp. 267 quintillions.

Since 1967-1997, all states and institutions involved in IGGI/CGI credits the success
Indonesia development under Soeharto. The high growth of Indonesian ekonomy made
World Bank declared Indonesia as one of the natuons in East Asia with predicate “ economy
miracle”. But, this compilment doe not last long and looks like an illusion since the fall of
Indonesia because of the financial crisis 1997-1998.

Indonesian vulnerable economy cannot be separated from IMF and World Bank
control for 30 years. On this period, these two institutions dictating Indonesia to restructurize
domestic economy with the implementation several policy like deregulation and privatization.
Dilemma faced by Indonesia, after Asian Financial Crisis 1997-1998, Indonesia ‘forced’ by
IMF to begin the ‘Structural Adjusment Program’ as a solution. As bind to this IMF regulation,
the pay installment recently shows huge number than fund allocation to reduce poverty.
Consequently, often the impact of IMF program left trauma, suffering and destroys all life
aspects, such as farmers marginalization, and elimination subsidy for education program,
social services and other social interests.

Become an irony, debt that firstly to support economic growth became the burden
for out-of-control budget. It is proved state budget allocation to pay the debt installment
along with debt interest, far more high than allocation for development that touch peoples
interest and prosperity. Allocation ratio of Indonesian debt to Export Income passed through
level of normal the World Bank declared for 20 percent. Year 2003 for instance, the pay
foreign debt installment ratio to Export Income around 33,80 percent and hanging in worrying
level, because it is became havy burden for economy (INFID, 2006).

Indonesian debt that reached to 214.565 billions US dollar (Kompas, Desember 2005)
where more than a half made by private sectors (132.9 billions US dollar), or more than 40
percent Gross Domestic Product (PDB)  causing deficit on national budget more than 3
million US dollar, really running out state budget to implement development program. It is
because the number of debt installment bigger than fund allocation for development social
program like reduce of poverty, health and education.  Tragically, in Global Development
Finance 2000 report, World Bank placing Indonesia in category of “Severely indebted low
income country”, groups with poorest countries in the world like Mali, Malawi and Ethiopia.

Appendix: Poster “Ecological Debt”


